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🔥Doozy🔥 
 
DOJ Agrees to Turn Over Key Mueller Evidence to House 
 
Cadre part-owned by Kush got $90m from unknown
offshore investors since 2017 
 
US delivers formal extradition request for J-Ass to UK 
 
House delays legal action against Barr as Dems secure
'key' Mueller evidence
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🔥Doozy2🔥 

 

The DOJ has demanded Google (YouTube) hand over data re its inv’n of Roger Stone 

 

GOP made absolute fools of themselves as they attacked Watergate's John Dean in

messy partisan hearing. 
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Nevertheless, Mr. Dean did draw attention to the substance of Mueller’s findings.

🔥Doozy3🔥 

 

Robert Foresman, an American banker and Putin ally dealt in access and assets,

reached out to the Trump campaign. #Mercer #RenCap 

 

Foresman and his colleagues sought to help the Kremlin pull off, and profit from, its

dismantlement of Yukos Oil at a time (mid 2000s).

🔥Doozy4🔥 

 

Trump’s The Apprentice producer partner/pal Mark Burnett introduced Foresman to

Trump during transition. 

 

Not long before AG Barr released the Mueller’s report, he strategized with Senator

Lindsey Graham, about one of his next moves: investigating the investigators.
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🔥Doozy5🔥 

 

Saudi Teenager Faces Death Sentence for Acts When He was 10 

 

Erik Prince is looking for investments in Israeli high-tech, transportation, and

security:  

Blue Bird: Drones/skis; Tomcar: ATVs, & Exxon Vision: AI systems for military use.
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🔥Doozy6🔥 

 

Nuclear waste will be classified as ‘safer’ under a Trump adm change ‘to save money’

🙄#Mox 

 

Under the new standards, radioactive materials at 3 nuclear sites will be classified as

low-risk, enabling officials to dispose of the waste in shallow pits. How convenient..

🔥Doozy7🔥 

 

China says its May trade surplus was $41.65 billion, significantly more than expected 

 

Customs and Border Protection Database of Border Traveler Information Hacked in

‘Malicious Cyber-Attack’ 

 

Senators Ask Federal Reserve to Review Trump’s Deutsche Bank Transactions

🔥Doozy8🔥 
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Kazakhstan: Interim President Toqaev, former authoritarian President Nazarbaev's

handpicked successor, elected; in an election international observers said was

"tarnished" by "clear violations of fundamental freedoms."  

 

Dozens of protestors detained.

🔥Doozy8🔥 

 

Trump Picks immigration hard-liner Ken Cuccinelli for new acting director of U.S.

Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS), effective June 10, 2019. 

 

RU court releases top Chechen rights activist from jail:  

 

Putin concerned about the threat of global conflict🙄

🔥Doozy9🔥 

 

Legal fight over Jim Crow-era law upends MS governor race 

 

If a candidate who wins the popular vote does not win a majority of state House

districts, the state House ichooses a governor. 

 

The district provision was meant to dilute the power of black voters
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🔥Doozy10🔥 

 

Trump's Tariff Plan Against Mexico Fits a Pattern 

 

Trump’s Two Crutches 

When Trump is feeling overwhelmed, aides say, he falls back on immigration and

trade policy—when unprepared. 

 

Trump Says He’ll Raise China Tariffs Again If Xi Won’t Meet at G-20🤷
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🔥Doozy11🔥 

 

Chao created special path for hubby 🐢’s favored KY projects 

 

🐢’s fmr aide helped coordinate grant applications by 🐢’s political allies. 

 

Raytheon to merge with United Technologies, creating a military-industrial

behemoth 

 

SCOTUS rejects challenges to silencer laws
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🔥Doozy12🔥 

 

Kim Jong Nam the slain half brother of North Korea’s leader KJU was a CIA

informant 

 

Supreme Court to Hear Racial Discrimination Case Against Comcast 

 

Thank you @BarbMcQuade @JoyceWhiteVance & @JohnWDean for your brilliant &

insightful commentary & analysis today.

0:00

Company part-owned by Jared Kushner got $90m from unknown offshore investors

since 2017 

 

Overseas investment flowed to Cadre while Trump’s son-in-law works as US envoy,

raising conflict of interest questions 

Company part-owned by Jared Kushner got $90m from unknown offsh…
Overseas investment flowed to Cadre while Trump’s son-in-law works as US
envoy, raising conflict of interest questions

https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2019/jun/10/jared-kushner-real-estate-cadre-gol…
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Today’s Mueller Report Hearing: 

Shaere
@Shaere10

Replying to @rgoodlaw and 2 others

youtu.be/5BrbtP0nP0Y 
The whole hearing

6 10:33 PM - Jun 10, 2019

See Shaere's other Tweets

  YouTubeYouTube   @ @YouTubeYouTube

House delays legal action against Barr as Dems secure 'key' Mueller evidence 

House delays legal action against Barr as Dems secure 'key' Mueller e…
But the House Judiciary Committee will still vote Tuesday to hold Barr in civil
contempt.

https://www.politico.com/story/2019/06/10/nadler-house-barr-mueller-evidence-1358842

When questioned by Mueller about these contacts, Foresman played down his ties to

the Kremlin. He suggested he was merely seeking to "burnish his credentials" with

the Trump team, the Mueller report says. No charges were made against Foresman. 
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Exclusive: American banker and Putin ally dealt in access and...
A senior American banker once secretly awarded a shareholding in powerful
Moscow investment bank Renaissance Capital to one of Vladimir Putin's closest
friends and brokered meetings for the friend wi…

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-russia-usa-banker-exclusive-idUSKCN1TB0KG

‼ Connex re Foresman 

 

Karol Cummins
@karolcummins

Replying to @karolcummins

^^ Connex: Ten days after Trump’s elex, the RU embassy 
paid Kislyak $120k. Later, in January 5 days post inauguration, 
someone attempted to withdraw $150k from the embassy’s bank 
account. Citibank blocked the transaction & reported it to the 
authorities.observer.com/2018/01/robert…

28 2:19 PM - Jun 10, 2019

20 people are talking about this

Robert Mueller Investigates Millions in Paym…
Ten days after Trump’s election, the Russian
embassy paid Kislyak $120,000.

observer.com

AG Barr's review of the origins of the 2016 Russia inv’n & surveillance issues

surrounding  

 

Trump's campaign will be "broad in scope & multifaceted," examining actions by US

& foreign intelligence agencies, "as well as non-gov’l orgs & individuals." 

Review of Russia investigation beginnings will be 'broad and multiface…
Attorney General William Barr's review of the origins of the 2016 Russia
investigation and surveillance issues surrounding President Donald Trump's
campaign will be "broad in scope and multifaceted,"…

https://www.cnn.com/2019/06/10/politics/russia-investigation-start-doj/index.html

#MuellerReportExplained 
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House Judiciary Dems
@HouseJudiciary

Row 1 identifies the individuals @realDonaldTrump told to deny 
facts. 
 
Row 2 identifies the individuals Trump used to fire the Special 
Counsel or limit the investigation. 
 
Row 3 identifies the witnesses Trump attempted to influence or 
intimidate.#MuellerReportExplained

642 9:56 PM - Jun 10, 2019

622 people are talking about this

No Secret Immigration Deal Exists With U.S., Mexico’s Foreign Minister Says 

No Secret Immigration Deal Exists With U.S., Mexico’s Foreign Ministe…
The United States and Mexico will review immigration figures in 45 and 90 days,
but Marcelo Ebrard directly contradicted the president’s claim of a signed deal.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/06/10/us/politics/immigration-mexico-deal-trump.html

The end of political cartoons at The New York Times 

https://www.chappatte.com/en/the-end-of-political-cartoons-at-the-new-york-

times/

U.S. delivers formal extradition request for Julian Assange to U.K. 

outline.com/jrppqj

Google (YouTube) is about to become embroiled in one of the most high-profile

criminal cases in recent American history.  

 

The DOJ has demanded the tech giant hand over data to help it piece together its

investigation of Roger Stone 
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Google Just Got Roped Into U.S. Government’s Case Against Roger St…
Google is called on to help the government pull together a timeline of comments
made by Roger Stone, a former Trump campaign staffer and long-time ally to the
president. The Silicon Valley giant is b…

https://www.forbes.com/sites/thomasbrewster/2019/06/10/google-and-youtube-roped-i…

@BarbMcQuade's brilliant opening statement:  

Kyle Griffin
@kylegriffin1

C-SPAN has @BarbMcQuade's complete opening statement: 
"The conduct described in the report constitutes multiple crimes 
of Obstruction of Justice. It's supported by evidence of guilt 
beyond a reasonable doubt."  

3,081 8:25 PM - Jun 10, 2019
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‼ OBG‼  

 

President Obama Declares Transnational Organized Crime Threat A National

Emergency 

H/T 

@muellertime1000 

https://www.businessinsider.com/obama-declares-organized-crime-threat-a-

national-emergency-2011-7

Donald Trump’s The Apprentice producer partner/pal Mark Burnett has had dealings

with Russians connected to Russian President Vladimir Putin. 
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U.S. Banker With Putin Ties Reportedly Tapped Mark Burnett To Acces…
ABC News is the latest media outlet shocked – shocked! – to report Donald
Trump's The Apprentice producer partner/pal Mark Burnett has had dealings with
Russians connected to Russian President Vladim…

https://deadline.com/2019/01/mark-burnett-vladimir-putin-donald-trump-banker-transiti…

The DOJ, after weeks of tense negotiations, has agreed to provide Congress with key

evidence collected by Robert S. Mueller III that could shed light on possible

obstruction of justice and abuse of power by Trump, the House Judiciary Committee

said. 

Justice Dept. Agrees to Turn Over Key Mueller Evidence to House
The Justice Department agreed to turn over key evidence from Robert S. Mueller
III’s investigation to the House in return for calling off a criminal contempt vote.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/06/10/us/politics/mueller-judiciary-committee.html

Chao created special path for McConnell’s favored projects 

A top Transportation official helped coordinate grant applications by McConnell’s

political allies. 

Chao created special path for McConnell’s favored projects
A top Transportation official helped coordinate grant applications by McConnell’s
political allies.

https://www.politico.com/story/2019/06/10/mcconnell-elaine-chao-1358068

Nuclear waste will be classified as safer under a controversial Trump administration

change 
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• • •

Nuclear waste will be classified as safer under a controversial Trump a…
The Energy Department will change how it will dispose of nuclear weapons waste
in the future, redefining high-level radioactive waste to a lower standard.

https://www.latimes.com/nation/la-na-nuclear-waste-rule-20190605-story.html
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